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Abstract
Corporate governance research suggests that boards of directors play key roles in governing company strategy. Although qualitative research has examined board–management relationships to describe board involvement in strategy, we lack detailed insights into how directors engage with organizational members for governing a complex and long-term issue such as product innovation. Our multiple-case study of four listed pharmaceutical firms reveals a sequential process of board involvement: Directors with deep expertise govern scientific innovation, followed by the full board’s involvement in its strategic aspects. The nature of director involvement varies across board levels in terms of the direction (proactive or reactive), timing (regular or spontaneous), and the extent of formality of exchanges between directors and organizational members. Our study contributes to corporate governance research by introducing the concept of board behavioral diversity and by theorizing about the multilevel, structural, and temporal dimensions of board behavior and its relational characteristics.
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Introduction
Boards of directors of large publicly traded corporations play key roles in their company’s strategy (Zahra and Pearce, 1989). Prior studies have often examined these roles to better understand the nature of director involvement, also termed engagement, in strategy (Golden and Zajac, 2001;
Rindova, 1999). Much of the research has adopted an agency-theory lens and emphasized the board’s role in *monitoring* managers’ strategic decisions by overseeing and incentivizing them to make decisions that optimize shareholder value (Eisenhardt, 1989a; Jensen, 1993). Other studies, in line with the resource dependence perspective, have emphasized the board’s role in *advising* managers on strategy by providing them with information, resources, and counsel (Hillman and Dalziel, 2003; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). Both perspectives assume that directors are involved in strategy, but they do not explain how they engage.

Scholars have argued that directors’ knowledge and expertise is a precondition for effective board involvement in strategy (Hambrick et al., 2015). Indeed, to provide an informed foundation for monitoring or advising management on strategic issues, boards require substantial *human capital* (Carpenter and Westphal, 2001), defined as the aggregate knowledge, skills, experience, and expertise of its directors (Becker, 1964). Individual directors often have specific, deep human capital that allows them to engage in complex decision-making and problem-solving in their areas of expertise and bring a more complete understanding about critical issues in such areas (Glaser and Chi, 1988; McDonald et al., 2008). The full board often seeks a diverse blend of this human capital across its members (Hillman et al., 2000).

Director human capital is particularly important for governing a complex and long-term strategic issue such as innovation, which can be defined as the adoption of a new idea, whether a new product, process, service, technology, or practice (Hage, 1999; Van de Ven, 1986). Researchers have recently given more attention to the board’s role in product innovation (Hoskisson et al., 2002; Kor, 2006), a research focus that we follow. It is of particular interest, since the effective creation and adoption of new products have a major impact on a company’s long-term strategy and growth (Penrose, 1959), areas central to any board’s governance responsibilities. However, the research and development (R&D) required to generate innovative products usually entails high risks, large uncertainties, and major investments (Hoskisson et al., 2002). Thus, its governance calls for deep and diverse human capital within the board.

Yet board human capital remains inert unless directors find ways to tangibly apply it to their roles via direct involvement (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). It is very difficult to observe and measure directors’ knowledge application, however, since it takes place behind closed doors (Hoppmann et al., 2018). Consequently, scholars have often reverted to using the board’s human capital composition as a proxy for its involvement (Tian et al., 2011).

Other research, however, has pointed to ways in which director engagement can be more directly observed. Selective qualitative research has shown that boards engage in strategic issues by working with managers inside and outside the boardroom (Carter and Lorsch, 2004; Stiles, 2001). This research focuses on interactions between directors and executives (Hendry et al., 2010; McNulty and Pettigrew, 1999), between directors and the CEO (Garg and Eisenhardt, 2017), or among board directors (Hoppmann et al., 2018). Emerging research on behavioral corporate governance has found that these interactions are shaped by directors’ past experience and social context (Westphal and Zajac, 2013).

Nevertheless, to engage in an uncertain and long-term strategic issue such as innovation, which involves complex technical and scientific challenges, director involvement will likely involve interactions beyond those with top management. Directors need to understand the specific organizational context in which innovations are to be advanced if they are to apply their human capital to the detailed aspects of innovation. By engaging directly with those on the forefront of research, development, and innovation in the organization, directors can gather and process company-specific information and integrate it into their knowledge base (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). Furthermore, to reduce the information asymmetries normally present between directors and managers (Eisenhardt, 1989a), directors can not only rely on the information that the top management
provides but will also need to gather and process information about the firm’s innovation from deeper within the organization.

To date, extant conceptualizations of direct board involvement in long-term strategic issues such as innovation have been fairly coarse, limiting the power of our theoretical and empirical models. We lack consistent theorizing about how directors interact with organizational members (employees at different organizational levels). In addition, no study has explored how directors’ human capital is directly applied and leveraged for innovation—an important issue to be addressed if we are to fully understand how boards operate. Since directors’ monitoring and advising can have a major impact on innovation, we need to better understand what happens inside of what has been too much of a black box.

Our aim is to help open this black box by studying how directors interact with organizational members for monitoring and advising on product innovation. Since directors’ involvement in innovation leaves so little accessible evidence, we applied inductive methods to study four major pharmaceutical companies. Firms in this industry are especially research-intensive and dependent on new products to keep pace with their competitors (Kor, 2006). Furthermore, ongoing scientific and technological developments have led to frequent product changes, and firms must invest significantly in innovations to remain competitive (Datamonitor, 2009).

Our findings reveal a sequential board involvement process: Directors with scientific expertise first interact directly with organizational members (hereafter: OMs) to learn about and govern scientific innovation. They then take their insights to the full board for its governance of strategic innovation. Director involvement varies between these board levels in its proactive or reactive triggers, regular or spontaneous expression, and formal or informal exchanges.

Our study contributes to corporate governance research in several ways. First, to our knowledge, this is the first study to introduce and provide in-depth insights into board behavioral diversity, that is, the differences in board involvement across board levels and over time. This advances the behavioral theory of corporate governance (Westphal and Zajac, 2013), which has primarily focused on strategic interactions between the board and executives, by showing that board involvement in innovation is a process during which specific directors focus sequentially on different contents and interact with distinct members at varying organizational levels.

Second, our study extends agency theory (Eisenhardt, 1989a) and the resource dependence perspective (Hillman and Dalziel, 2003) and addresses the corporate governance debate on the board’s involvement in strategy (Carpenter and Westphal, 2001) by showing how directors apply their human capital to monitor and advise, helping to open the black box of board involvement. Specifically, our findings allow us to theorize about board involvement by conceptualizing its (1) multilevel (individual directors, board subgroup, and the full board), (2) structural (extent of proactiveness and formality of exchanges between directors and OMs), and (3) temporal (regular vs spontaneous exchanges; sequential board involvement process) aspects, and (4) the role of relational characteristics (trusting working relationships between directors and OMs). By showing that board involvement in innovation is more multifaceted than previously assumed, this study presents a more nuanced and comprehensive account of board involvement than prior research.

Third, our study contributes to research on the role of board human capital by showing that it is a necessary but insufficient condition for board involvement: Despite similar human capital configurations (board diversity), the extent and form of board involvement varied between companies. Corporate governance research has traditionally studied the relationships between directors’ human capital and firm outcomes (McDonald et al., 2008; Sundaramurthy et al., 2013). By contrast, our study provides a more detailed elaboration of the mechanisms that enable directors to apply and leverage their human capital to govern company innovation.
Finally, our study contributes to innovation research by providing fresh insights into intra-organizational knowledge transfers between the board and the firm’s operating levels, revealing the importance of vertical relationships across hierarchical levels.

**Board roles in strategy**

Corporate governance research has generally viewed the board of directors as a team at the apex of a firm that can impact its strategy and direction, including the means by which it achieves future growth (Forbes and Milliken, 1999; Zahra and Pearce, 1989). Prior research has predominately studied board roles in strategy, focusing on board monitoring and advising.

The monitoring role, with its foundations in agency theory (Fama and Jensen, 1983; Jensen and Meckling, 1976), calls for directors to oversee managers (Jensen, 1993). Because of the separation of ownership and control (Fama and Jensen, 1983), boards are obligated to monitor managers to ensure that they act in the shareholders’ best interests ((Eisenhardt, 1989a; Jensen and Meckling, 1976). Executives suggest, initiate, and implement strategic initiatives, while directors are responsible for monitoring and ratifying them (Rindova, 1999). A second role, board advising, has its underpinnings in the resource dependence perspective (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978), which views directors, particularly outsiders, as boundary-spanners who provide management with externally obtained information and advice (Hillman et al., 2000; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). Directors are regarded as creating connections (Useem, 1984) and attracting resources to enhance company performance (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). They modify or even drive strategies and provide influential advice on issues ranging from restructuring to execution (Carpenter and Westphal, 2001; Lorsch and MacIver, 1989). While these two theoretical traditions describe board roles, they do not explain how directors perform their monitoring (Zahra and Pearce, 1989) or advising roles (McNulty and Pettigrew, 1999).

Studying how boards are involved in strategy is challenging, since this involvement is largely invisible (Carter and Lorsch, 2004). Prior research has therefore long-examined the elements of board design that should enable directors to monitor or advise on strategy, such as the ratio of outsiders, director shareholdings, board size, CEO duality (Baysinger and Hoskisson, 1990; Finkelstein and Mooney, 2003), and the time boards devote to strategy (Golden and Zajac, 2001; Tuggle et al., 2010). In the context of product innovation (hereafter: innovation)—our study’s focus—available research has focused on the impact of director holdings, board outsiders, and interlocking directorates on R&D intensity, as well as on whether companies opt to build or acquire innovation (Dalziel et al., 2011; Geletkanycz and Hambrick, 1997; Hoskisson et al., 2002). Yet, this research offers no insights into how boards engage directly in innovation.

A developing research stream in corporate governance endeavors to better understand what influences directors’ ability to monitor and advise on strategy by studying their human capital (Hambrick et al., 2015; Haynes and Hillman, 2010). According to agency theory, specific director knowledge is required to oversee complex decisions in organizations (Fama and Jensen, 1983). The prevailing notion in prior studies is that boards can act as teams that monitor due to their members’ combined knowledge (Fama and Jensen, 1983; Zahra and Pearce, 1989). Furthermore, as suggested by the resource dependence perspective, outsiders can contribute the varied human capital that they have accumulated during their professional careers and as directors of other firms (Carpenter and Westphal, 2001; Useem, 1984). This allows them to learn from engaging in strategic decisions and to better assess particular decisions’ consequences (McDonald et al., 2008).

Consequently, corporate governance research has often focused on either directors’ specialized human capital (e.g. their experience with acquisitions or innovations) (Kor and Sundaramurthy, 2009; McDonald et al., 2008) or on the diversity of human capital within the board (Golden and
Zajac, 2001; Haynes and Hillman, 2010). However, in order to understand board involvement, one must consider both dimensions: specialist directors who share their experience and learn about company activities in their area of expertise, and the full board, composed of experts with varied backgrounds. Specialized directors’ deep understanding of specific areas and the full board’s diverse human capital are both important, and we need to better understand whether and how expert directors directly share and apply their knowledge when governing strategy both individually and through the full board.

Emerging research on board behavior

Two research streams have begun to investigate board behavior more directly. First, the behavioral perspective on corporate governance has addressed how social context and past experience shape actors’ behaviors (Westphal and Zajac, 2013). Studies have examined interpersonal relationships between the CEO and directors, showing that CEOs who have friendship ties with outside directors seek more advice from them. Furthermore, directors are more likely to offer strategic advice to top managers if they have gained relevant strategic experience from board appointments at other firms (Carpenter and Westphal, 2001). While this research has examined the microsocial processes that underlie the relationship between management (the CEO) and the board, it has not yet sought to provide a larger theorizing on board involvement in strategy (Garg and Eisenhardt, 2017), particularly in the area of innovation.

Second, selective qualitative research has examined board involvement in strategy (Carter and Lorsch, 2004; Rindova, 1999; Stiles, 2001). In studying part-time directors’ interactions with executives, McNulty and Pettigrew (1999), for instance, revealed that while all boards make strategic decisions in the boardroom, only a minority of boards continuously shaped the context, content, and conduct of their company’s strategy. Directors interacted with management not only during board meetings but also outside of meetings to enhance their knowledge of the company or to discuss the feasibility of an executive’s proposed plan (Hendry and Kiel, 2004; Roberts et al., 2005). Garg and Eisenhardt (2017) studied how venture company CEOs engaged in effective strategy making with their board. They found that the CEOs captured useful advice from their directors, while also maintaining control of the strategy-making process. Ravasi and Zattoni (2006) found that board members’ relevant knowledge relates to the scope of their strategic involvement and that boards can help reconcile shareholders’ conflicting views on strategic options.

In sum, qualitative research has provided insights into the practices that boards use to engage in strategy and the importance of directors’ relevant knowledge for their involvement, and has found that board involvement not only takes place in formal meetings—as often studied in quantitative research (Tuggle et al., 2010)—but also outside of such meetings. Despite the important insights of this research, it has largely focused on interactions between boards and management around more general strategic issues, and has not differentiated much between directors’ varied areas of human capital.

We thus lack a fuller understanding of how directors apply their specialized human capital to strategic issues and how they interact with different OMs in doing so. The information processing literature has long shown that individuals process information in line with their expertise (Huber, 1991), suggesting that directors engage in and contribute differently to strategic issues as a function of their expertise. It is important to better understand such potential behavioral differences, since directors’ monitoring and advising influence critical strategic actions. Although prior research has provided first insights into board involvement, we lack coherent theorizing on board involvement in complex and long-term strategic issues such as innovation. We address this gap by studying how board directors engage directly with OMs to govern innovation.
Methods

Research setting

Our research design entails a multiple-case study (Eisenhardt, 1989b) of four major pharmaceutical firms. We have opted for a deeper study of a small set of cases to gain a more holistic understanding (Yin, 2003) of board involvement. Multiple cases also allow for a replication logic, in which cases are treated as discrete experiments that confirm or disconfirm emerging conceptual insights (Eisenhardt, 1989b). We chose to focus on product innovation in large, publicly traded pharmaceutical companies, because creating new, commercially viable products in this industry is research-intensive and the firms’ high visibility and investor vigilance make them particularly susceptible to intense pressure to innovate. Thus, boards are likely to be involved in a subject as complex as innovation. Symptomatic of the intense demands on executives and directors in this industry, investors forced the CEO and the board chairman of AstraZeneca, the world’s seventh largest pharmaceutical company, to step down in 2012 because it had failed to create and sustain a strong and innovative product pipeline (Pollack, 2012: B3).

We sampled cases on the basis of four criteria. First, given our focus on how boards engage in innovation, we sampled more innovative and less innovative firms (Yin, 2003). We measured each company’s innovativeness (Ahuja and Katila, 2004) over the 5 years preceding our interviews as the number of new patents assigned to it—a proxy for the extent to which its R&D efforts resulted in patents (e.g. Kor, 2006)—and as patent citations in other firms’ patent applications—a proxy for the value of a firm’s existing patents (Trajtenberg, 1990). Three of the firms had high innovativeness scores and one had low scores. Second, we selected firms that reported at least US$30 billion in sales and had at least 90,000 employees, since we presumed that large firms’ boards would face significant challenges when engaging in innovation. The firms were among the 10 largest pharmaceutical firms in Europe and in the United States, respectively, as defined by their revenues in 2008. Third, we focused on firms where we could conduct at least four interviews to compensate for shortcomings in participant observer reports. Fourth, to maintain comparability, we selected cases with a single-tier board system, which combines executive and supervisory responsibilities in one legal entity (Weimer and Pape, 1999).

Following these criteria, we examined the four cases described in Table 1. The median of these cases’ innovation was 1028 assigned patents; the median value of their innovation was 293 cited patents. Their R&D intensity (the average annual R&D expenditure as a percentage of the firm’s revenue) (Hoskisson et al., 2002) ranged between 12% and 16%. Two of the firms are based in the United States and two in Europe, a geographic variety that should enhance the sample’s representativeness and the results’ generalizability (Graebner and Eisenhardt, 2004). All were founded more than a century ago. We assigned pseudonyms from the African savannah to the firms.

Data collection

We draw on qualitative data from our semi-structured interviews with directors and executives, as well as on quantitative data collected from company websites and annual reports, media accounts, industry publications, pharmaceutical industry databases, and the Marquis Who’s Who.

To test and refine our interview questions, we first contacted a European pharmaceutical company that was not part of our sample. We interviewed the board chairman and the CEO separately in 1 hour face-to-face meetings. We then reviewed our questions with the informants and modified them in light of their comments and suggestions. Utilizing the revised guide, we conducted 21 interviews with executives and directors at the four firms (see Table 1). Most firms initially referred
us to one person—usually the board chairman, an outside director, or the CEO—as the most knowledgeable person given our topic. After completing the first interview, we asked our informants to identify other knowledgeable executives or directors and requested a personal referral to them to draw on the observations of diversely positioned individuals in each company (Marshall, 1996). We assessed the informants’ face validity by comparing their names to those in the board and management structures (Graebner and Eisenhardt, 2004).

At least two of the authors—and often all three—conducted the interviews. Our interview guide included a set of specific, but relatively open-ended, questions on director involvement, which we complemented with follow-up questions that emerged during the interviews (Eisenhardt, 1989c). Prior to each interview, we notified our informants of the topic and our study purpose by letter, email, or phone. The interviews with the directors started by soliciting background information on the company’s innovation process and the industry’s evolution. We clarified our focus on product innovation, and our informants explained that, in their industry, it was closely interwoven with technology. For instance, monoclonal antibodies, which are generated to treat cancer, cardiovascular disease, and multiple sclerosis, are considered both a product and a technology. Our discussions therefore evolved around the closely linked domains of technology and product innovation in health interventions. The informants also referred to different innovation stages, since drug development includes clinical trials that often proceed through different stages over a long time span (DeMets et al., 2010).

We then asked about the board’s involvement in and its activities regarding product innovation. We explored how directors gathered information on innovation activities in the firm, and how they specifically used their human capital to engage in innovation, by asking with whom and how they interacted within the firm. We also requested examples of board involvement and concluded each interview by asking the informants whether they would like to add anything that seemed relevant to our topic (Isabella, 1990). Our interview guide for the executives followed a similar structure, but was adapted to their specific role in innovation. For instance, we probed for detailed accounts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Average sales (US$ bn)</th>
<th>Average employees</th>
<th>Average number of patents assigned</th>
<th>Average number of patents cited</th>
<th>R&amp;D intensity</th>
<th>Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheetah</td>
<td>The United States</td>
<td>45–55</td>
<td>90,000–100,000</td>
<td>700–800</td>
<td>300–400</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>Seven: outside director, two senior executives, and four executives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giraffe</td>
<td>The United States</td>
<td>45–55</td>
<td>100,000–110,000</td>
<td>1000–1100</td>
<td>200–300</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>Six: two executive directors, senior executive, and three executives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazelle</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>35–45</td>
<td>90,000–100,000</td>
<td>1000–1100</td>
<td>300–400</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>Four: board chair, outside director, CEO, and senior executive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lion</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>35–45</td>
<td>100,000–110,000</td>
<td>100–200</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>Four: executive director, senior executive, and two executives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are annual averages for 2004–2008, and ranges are reported to preserve confidentiality.
of how they worked and communicated with directors. We took detailed notes during the interviews, and digitally recorded and transcribed them (Yin, 2003).

To motivate the informants to provide accurate data, we repeatedly assured them of information confidentiality (Graebner and Eisenhardt, 2004; Miller et al., 1997). We also interviewed multiple individuals in very influential positions and with in-depth knowledge of our research topic. These individuals are likely to have different perspectives and their recollections of their firm’s strategic and innovation issues were likely to be most reliable (Huber and Power, 1985; Seidler, 1974). Furthermore, we cross-checked the information received from the different individuals at the same firm (Miller et al., 1997).

We also sought to understand each case’s specific context by complementing the interview data with secondary data on the board’s composition, displayed in Table 2. Since directors’ abilities to monitor and advise are shaped by their human capital (Hillman and Dalziel, 2003), we collected data on their experience. We indicate each experience category as a percentage, measured as the number of directors in a specific category divided by board size. The industry categories include professional experience in the pharmaceutical or another industry. CEO experience includes a current or prior CEO position and indicates general management and strategy experience; scientific experience is holding a professorship or PhD or MD in medicine, biomedical sciences, pharmacology, and related areas; audit, financial, and legal experience includes service as an accountant, chief financial officer, investment banker, or lawyer; and other experience includes regulatory experience (i.e. service with a major regulatory agency such as the US Food and Drug Administration or the European Medicines Agency) or academic leadership experience (e.g. as a dean of a major research-driven university).

Based on these data, we computed board diversity as dominant function heterogeneity—an indicator of the extent to which directors differ in the functional areas in which they have the longest career experience (Bunderson and Sutcliffe, 2002). This was measured with Blau’s (1977) heterogeneity index, 

$$1 - \sum p_i^2,$$

where $p_i$ equals the percentage of directors whose dominant functional background is in the $i$th area (Bunderson and Sutcliffe, 2002). The closer the measure is to 1, the higher the team members’ dispersion across the functional areas.

We also collected data on the firms’ contexts and additional board information (see Table 3). We measured internal R&D as the number of internal drug development events, and external R&D as the number of acquisitions, collaborations, and licensing events. For these external events, we also report the magnitude, measured as the sum of external R&D activities’ value (in US$ million). The table also shows data on the focus of the firms’ growth strategy (organic vs external, determined by the organic sales ratio, that is, the sales generated through the firm’s own R&D). Therapeutic area (TA) specialization is a firm’s specialization in therapeutic areas, such as cardiovascular conditions, oncology, or dermatology. We measured it via the Herfindahl index for TAs; a higher score suggests stronger specialization. Notable differences between the case companies were that Lion had more internal development activities, while Gazelle had larger R&D deals and a higher organic sales ratio.

We measured board turnover as the average number of entering and exiting directors in any given year divided by the board size (Tushman and Rosenkopf, 1996). We also collected data on CEO duality, when an individual serves as both CEO and board chair—an indicator of the CEO’s influence on boardroom discussions (Westphal, 1999). Lion had a higher board turnover than the other firms and no CEO duality. All four firms had scientific advisory boards for their scientific organization or the scientific senior executives.

**Data analysis**

All the authors read the interviews and formed independent views of the emerging themes in each case. We prepared individual case histories—of 40 to 60 pages—for each company to synthesize the data from the different sources (Eisenhardt, 1989b) and sought to triangulate the interview and
### Table 2. Case companies’ board characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Board size</th>
<th>Board independence (% of outsiders)</th>
<th>Number of board meetings per year</th>
<th>Board pharma industry experience</th>
<th>Board other industry experience</th>
<th>Board CEO experience</th>
<th>Board scientific experience</th>
<th>Board audit/financial/legal experience</th>
<th>Board other experience (regulatory, academic)</th>
<th>Board diversity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheetah</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
secondary data in the case writing to create a reliable and consistent account of board involvement in innovation (Graebner and Eisenhardt, 2004; Jick, 1979).

We then used the case histories for within-case and cross-case analyses (Miles and Huberman, 1984). The within-case analysis focused on identifying the generative elements and relationships that constitute board involvement at a firm. The data collection and analysis followed an iterative process, during which we refined the interview questions to pursue the emerging themes in each case. We first used open coding to identify similar data instances for each first-order concept (Corbin and Strauss, 1990). To explore how boards engaged in innovation, we coded data instances indicating with whom directors engaged and how. This process resulted in several first-order concepts or data-based open codes (Corbin and Strauss, 1990). For instance, our informants often explained how directors engaged through “spontaneous interactions with employees.” We compared the data across all informants for each case to understand how the concepts related to similar issues or relationships (Anand et al., 2007) concerning board involvement.

In the next step, we aggregated several first-order concepts into theoretical second-order dimensions (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). For instance, the first-order concepts “interacting with employees at regular intervals” and “spontaneous interactions with employees” were aggregated into the second-order dimension “differentiated timing of knowledge exchanges.” We chose theoretical labels for the second-order dimensions that combined the first-order concepts (Anand et al., 2007). We then aggregated the dimensions into generative elements (e.g. differentiated involvement) (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). We labeled these elements by referring to the existing literature or by capturing themes at a higher level of abstraction (Anand et al., 2007).

We then started the cross-case analysis by looking for similar generative elements and relationships across multiple cases (Eisenhardt, 1989b; Miles and Huberman, 1984). We grouped the cases according to their potential variables of interest and compared case pairs to identify the similarities and differences between them (Graebner and Eisenhardt, 2004). We refined the emerging elements through replication, often revisiting the data and using tables, overviews, and charts to facilitate the comparisons (Miles and Huberman, 1984). The analysis process was iterative and lasted 5 months. For confidentiality reasons, we could not have an external independent rater code the data. Instead, two of the authors coded the data independently to assess intercoder reliability. There was very strong agreement between the coders, as indicated by a Cohen’s (1968) kappa of 0.92. Disagreements were resolved through discussion.

**Generative elements of board involvement**

Our analysis revealed that two generative elements constitute board involvement in product innovation. First, scientific directors engage through differentiated involvement, characterized by knowledge exchanges that differed in their direction, timing, and formality. During such exchanges,
directors shared their human capital with several OMs (executives and employees at the lower echelons), and the latter provided information on company-specific innovation activities. Second, the full board monitors and advises through *structured involvement*, characterized by unidirectional knowledge exchanges with a fixed timing and formality. Directors were involved in innovation from the early research stage (i.e. idea generation and testing) to the more advanced innovation stage (i.e. implementation). The generative elements, their second-order dimensions, and their first-order concepts appear in Figures 1 and 2.

### Figure 1. Differentiated board involvement.

OM: organizational members.

Owing to space limitations, we provide an illustrative quote for each first-order concept in Figures 1, 2, and 3. During our data analysis, all first-order concepts were supported by multiple examples.

### Figure 2. Structured board involvement.
Differentiated involvement

The first element that emerged from our data was differentiated involvement, which describes how selective directors—those with specialized scientific expertise—monitored and advised on innovation. Our informants highlighted scientific understanding as key for engaging in innovation. We refer to these individuals as scientific directors to emphasize their involvement in focused, scientific innovation issues. We found that differentiated involvement has three dimensions that vary in the direction of exchanges with OMs, their timing, and the exchange setting (see Figure 1). The first dimension concerns knowledge exchanges between scientific directors and OMs characterized by recursive interplay: The directors reacted to executives’ scientific proposals and interacted proactively with OMs at different organizational levels. Through such exchanges, the directors learned about the firm’s scientific innovation activities and monitored them, and they shared their expertise in advising on particular issues. The scientific directors were involved in such exchanges individually and as members of a board subgroup of scientific directors, such as a science committee or a loosely structured expert subgroup. An executive director at Giraffe noted,

We have a number of scientists on our board that are very versed. As we either go into a new therapeutic area or bolster our therapeutic areas with actions, there are times when we’ll actually call on the science committee on the board. […] For instance, in the past, we entered a specific field. I called the science committee ahead of time and said, “I just want you to be aware that we’re looking at this,” and we solicited their opinion—if they had knowledge of the field, or if they knew people in a given area we should be talking to.

A Cheetah informant noted the importance of recursive exchanges:

Outside directors’ site visits are important to ask very different questions and gain specific insights, since boardroom time is used for asking more general questions about innovation. For example, there are disease areas at the frontiers of science. Our lab scientists will tell us about their early understanding of causes and effects. We try to assess the likelihood that they will have a better sense of the cause-effect model in the near term. You wouldn’t get the same sense of the risk-reward tradeoff if you were only talking to the departmental level later.

The second dimension highlights the differentiated timing of scientific directors’ knowledge exchanges with OMs. Directors interacted with OMs during regular meetings, but also spontaneously. Thus, they could maintain a consistent interaction rhythm with the organization but could also remain adaptive to and raise ideas about emerging scientific issues. A Giraffe senior executive explained that, besides its regular meetings,

members of the science committee who have an idea bring it forward in an ad hoc way. These directors encounter something, whether it’s through their reading, or attending a scientific meeting—remember these are professional scientists—or through interactions with a colleague, and they’ll call up or send emails and say, “I think this is really interesting, and can you follow up?”

The third dimension concerns the varied extent of formality of knowledge exchanges between scientific directors and OMs. Formal exchanges occurred through meetings with pre-set agendas and presentations about scientific activities, while informal exchanges occurred outside such meetings (e.g. phone calls or emails). A Cheetah senior executive described an informal exchange:

The scientific directors […] call me and say, “I met with a company. Will you guys take a look and tell me what you think and call me back?” Then I call my team, do the development, and we meet with the company.
We found that scientific directors especially used such informal knowledge exchanges to share their expertise for advising.

As a Cheetah senior executive explained,

One of the advantages our scientific directors offer is ideas outside the box. These can be ideas within a disease area in which we operate, but in a modality or mechanism that we don’t have and that they want us to consider. An example would be Alzheimer’s. Nobody actually knows what causes Alzheimer’s, so there are lots of theories, and the directors may meet a company with an interesting theory that we should consider. Or it could be something like a business we’re not in.

**Structured involvement**

We identified *structured involvement* as a second generative element of board involvement in our data. Specifically, the entire board, comprising directors with different human capital, was involved in broader strategic questions and innovation issues. Structured board involvement has three dimensions (see Figure 2). The first dimension pertains to unidirectional knowledge exchanges between the board and OMs. The board reacts to executives’ proposals for innovation and scientists’ presentations about progress made with scientific programs. A Giraffe executive director noted that,

During our strategic plan discussions, or when we review our portfolio with the board, or even if we’re just going forward with a deal proposal, they’ll challenge us, asking questions such as “Do we need to acquire this company? Are there other ways we can go about this? What other options have you considered?”

The board also conducts site visits to varied parts of the company, such as research laboratories or other facilities, to learn about product innovation. In the words of a Cheetah outside director, “the board meets with scientists at research sites to inquire about and understand the challenges related to innovation programs.”

The second dimension describes fixed timing of knowledge exchanges between the board and OMs. The boards had set a regular rhythm of interacting with OMs through scheduled meetings, ranging between 8 and 11 per year (see Table 2). These meetings provided a board with regular updates on innovation, as required for its monitoring, and opportunities to share its expertise in advising activities. The boards also discussed the broader innovation strategy with senior executives at specific intervals. As noted by a Lion senior executive, “We have a major strategy session with the board every September. There we lay out to the board the strategy, including the innovation strategy.”

The final dimension describes boards’ interactions with OMs during formal meetings. A Cheetah outside director explained, “In formal board meetings, the time is used for asking broader strategic questions about our ongoing product innovation activities.” Yet, despite pre-set agendas for board meetings and the limited time available for discussing innovation, focusing on formal exchanges did not prevent the board from thoroughly monitoring executives’ innovation proposals. If questions about a proposal could not be answered during a meeting, executives were asked to conduct additional analyses and present again at the next meeting. A Giraffe executive director provided an example of such repeated iterations:

We did a deal on a novel mechanism of action for a compound. We went to the board three times about this deal construct. […] Through the different meeting iterations with the board, the most important thing for them was, and the thing that got us to where we got to, dealing with the scientists and understanding the
pluses and minuses. I think it was very clear where they were comfortable and where they weren’t, as we were putting the construct together, and they gave us feedback along the way, and we ended up doing the deal. Everyone felt that we were able to mitigate risks, had a potential opportunity that we wouldn’t have had otherwise. It was more than saying, “Okay, this is the deal. Can you approve it?”

To illustrate how the board directors were involved across different stages of the innovation process, Table 4 in Appendix 1 presents additional quotes for differentiated board involvement in the early research stage and the more advanced innovation stage. The early research stage is characterized by generating and testing new scientific ideas, while the later stage is characterized by implementing innovation projects and broader programs. For each quote, we indicate the key role that a director or directors played in the interaction (i.e. monitoring or advising).

While there is evidence that board directors partly influenced innovation decisions and their implementation, we cannot claim a causal link between board involvement and firm innovation more generally. Innovation, as an outcome of scientific undertakings, often takes decades to be implemented and become measurable, particularly in pharmaceutical firms, and that is beyond the scope of our study. Thus, the scientific directors (at the more innovative firms) had a selective but, owing to their expertise, an important influence on the innovation process.

Scientific directors often challenged executives’ proposals for internal R&D and external innovation. A typical outcome of differentiated board involvement was that, based on directors’ inputs, the decision to acquire an innovative firm could be reassured or executives were asked to undertake additional analyses of a potential target and present the results to the board prior to a decision on it. Some firms even invested in an innovative company that the scientific directors had suggested or for which they had functioned as gatekeepers to connect executives with the targets. Company researchers refined internal scientific innovation ideas with the inputs of scientific directors and others whom the directors had recommended, and they started evaluating and studying new and promising scientific areas. Based on directors’ proposals, they also began to study a new theory or approach that might explain a new disease area. Without the directors’ inputs, such disease areas would have gone unnoticed at the time of the proposal. Director inputs also led to starting internal research symposia on an emerging scientific area. In the later innovation stage, the interactions between scientific directors and OMs resulted, for instance, in the modification or justification of the decision to acquire a company with late-stage innovation projects and ensured that it would bring sufficient value to the firm. The internal resource allocation to R&D programs was also modified if changes were required after detailed evaluations with scientific directors.

An outcome of structured board involvement in the early research stage was, for instance, that the board and the senior executive team started rethinking the strategic approach to external versus internal innovation, and such involvement helped ensure that strategic innovation decisions were made to mitigate risks. Examples of outcomes of structured board involvement in the later innovation stage included modification of the organization design for implementing the innovation strategy, and mitigation of the risks of acquiring a company with late-stage innovative products in its pipeline.

While our comparison of more and less innovative firms revealed that all four firms’ boards used structured involvement, we found differences in scientific directors’ involvement and resulting outcomes across the firms, as discussed in the following section.

**Sequential board involvement**

Our analysis revealed that the two generative elements of board involvement follow each other in a temporal sequence, with differences found between more and less innovative firms.
**Unfolding board involvement**

Despite their similar board compositions, more and less innovative firms differed in their board involvement paths. As shown in Table 2, the firms’ board sizes ranged from 13 to 15 directors, and on all the boards, at least 75% of the directors were outsiders. More than 90% of the directors had experience in the pharmaceutical industry, and at least 17% had scientific experience. The boards were also diverse in terms of functional experience.

Directors at the three more innovative firms applied their human capital sequentially for innovation, in which scientific directors engaged through differentiated involvement before the full board engaged through structured involvement. A Giraffe senior executive described this path: “[The science committee looks at] latent space for the corporation, or they want to understand the R&D behind this in-depth before the entire board has that discussion.” Scientific directors transferred their knowledge and the insights gained to the full board, making them an informed voice in the boardroom. The boards had even institutionalized a process that facilitated such knowledge transfers: At Cheetah and Giraffe, the science committee chair reported the committee’s evaluations and recommendations to the board. At Gazelle, directors with scientific expertise took this role.

The senior executives valued this sequential path, since they could test and discuss proposals with the scientific directors in greater depth, gain their insights, and identify potential challenges prior to presenting such ideas to the full board. A Giraffe executive director noted,

If we are looking at a new approach to treat [a cancer type], the board will turn to the scientific experts and say, “How do you feel about this?” So, it’s advantageous and saves me a lot of time to meet with our science committee separately prior to bringing something to the board. I’ll bring my scientists, and we go back and forth on matters like, “Here’s the risk.” The committee can go into many more detailed questions, so when I later go to the board, it’s much easier from a flow perspective, because the scientists have been able to take it to a deeper level.

The non-scientific directors also valued the sequential path, since they could ask questions to their scientific colleagues during board meetings in order to better understand product innovation. Gazelle’s board chair explained,

There are numerous examples of [scientific] directors communicating their points of view to the board, after having done a thorough examination [of scientific programs]. It’s almost as if the other board members look at this and say, “You’ve looked at this in-depth. What do you think?” And the opinions of the directors who took the time to examine the matter strongly influences the rest of the board.

Although our informants stressed the value of a diversified board to look at innovation from different perspectives, they also emphasized that the board could not monitor or advise on all the innovation details since this would require many directors with scientific expertise. For instance, a Gazelle senior executive emphasized,

Our R&D head is involved in product innovation with thousands of employees worldwide, and the board cannot evaluate it at the same degree of granularity. However, it has to evaluate whether the research and innovation activities make sense, challenge and test proposals, and ensure that the innovation efforts comply with our strategic direction.

Thus, knowledge transfers from the scientific directors to the full board were even more important to enable the directors without scientific expertise to better understand the innovation portfolio and pipeline. A Gazelle outside director explained,
There are a number of scientific experts on our board, all of whom are eminent scientists in their own right. They are there to give us more input on whether scientific approaches related to product innovation make sense and have the potential to succeed.

Our comparative analysis of the four cases revealed that the board of Lion, the less innovative firm, also engaged sequentially with scientific directors interacting with executives and scientists prior to the full board. However, both the scientific directors and the full board engaged via more structured involvement. Specifically, scientific directors engaged in unidirectional knowledge exchanges with fixed timing and formality. They monitored but were not approachable for executives to discuss innovative proposals and programs. Spontaneous and informal exchanges between scientific directors and OMs did not occur. Yet, the informants at the three more innovative firms particularly valued the spontaneity and informality of director-organizational exchanges. For instance, spontaneous interactions enabled scientific directors to engage during transition periods between board meetings rather than wait until the next meeting. Furthermore, the informants at the three innovative firms highlighted that formal interactions (on which Lion’s directors largely depended) were insufficient for comprehensive knowledge-sharing. Instead, “both formal and informal interactions” were important, as noted by a Cheetah senior executive. Informal interactions offered opportunities to discuss ideas with specific experts and conduct more in-depth probing and testing than in formal meetings.

Thus, in contrast to the other three boards, Lion’s directors’ scientific expertise was not highly leveraged, particularly for advising. This is surprising, since the innovative firms considered directors’ advising particularly valuable. According to a Cheetah senior executive,

The science committee members helped us see things that might have escaped notice elsewhere in the business, because although we have all these people out there looking for innovation, we don’t find everything. For example, our scientists were made aware of a cancer therapy innovation very early on, but it was a potential breakthrough and they followed up with a series of very early investments. We’ve seen this therapy progress to the point where it’s becoming very interesting for us [to pursue].

Lion’s scientific directors did not advise, and they did not engage in deep probing of scientific issues. Due to the structured involvement of scientific directors and the full board, Lion’s board was less involved in innovation activities than the more innovative firms’ boards. Our data did not show any evidence that Lion’s board engaged, for instance, in a detailed risk assessment of innovation projects or offered suggestions for promising new scientific areas or potential acquisition targets, like we had observed at the other three boards.

The influence of a trusting working relationship

Since scientific directors’ differentiated involvement resulted in deeper knowledge than structured involvement, it is important to understand what influenced it. Our data analysis revealed a trusting working relationship between scientific directors and OMs as a generative element that facilitated differentiated involvement. We found evidence of this element at the three more innovative firms, Cheetah, Giraffe, and Gazelle, but not at Lion. Figure 3 describes this element, along with the second-order dimensions and the first-order concepts.

The first dimension concerns the importance of relationship-building between scientific directors and OMs to share knowledge and information. A Cheetah senior executive stressed that “[It’s important to] interact and build relationships [with scientific directors], because then our senior scientists know they can call them if they have a question or an idea, and they know they can call
on our senior scientists.” Such relationships were particularly important to facilitate knowledge exchanges “even outside the meetings,” as noted by our informants, since directors and OMs who knew one another engaged more in spontaneous and informal interactions.

The second dimension, a collaborative environment, emphasizes a complementary factor—the importance of the right context for knowledge exchanges. Our informants often referred to “partnerships” or “collaborations” between scientific directors and OMs when describing their knowledge exchanges. In the words of a Cheetah outside director,

> When (non-executive) scientific directors discuss with R&D people to talk through challenges and issues, it’s like you expect a scientific collaboration would look like, where people talk about ideas in a lab. It’s not like a “here’s a formal presentation of an idea.”

It may be easier to establish such a collaborative environment between scientific directors and organizational scientists, since they speak a common language. However, even the interactions between scientific directors and executives who lacked scientific expertise were described as collaborative. Furthermore, openness and honesty among scientific directors and OMs were identified as important elements. For instance, scientists were unafraid of talking about failures or challenges during their discussions with directors; they felt valued and respected by scientific directors, who sought their inputs on how to improve the scientific process and who also shared their knowledge of means to improve. From the board’s perspective, these open exchanges were important for the directors, as they opened many doors for learning about innovation and rendering advice on it. As Gazelle’s CEO noted,

> It’s a very open environment here. It’s kind of open book that directors have interests in different areas, some in R&D. Our [scientific directors] feel the need to get into the company and hear what’s going on […] to thoroughly understand what’s happening here. It makes them more effective.

Informants at all three innovative firms emphasized that directors’ openness to employee concerns and their partnering approach were an expression of the board’s commitment to product innovation as a foundation for the company’s growth. Conversely, at Lion, there was no evidence of a trusting working relationship. An executive director noted,
We struggled many times, for the board members who come from various backgrounds, to actually understand what the heck we’re doing. It’s difficult for them to make a judgment call as to whether what we’re doing is good or not, particularly given the fact that our innovation process effectively takes between 10 and 15 years before you actually reach the final outcome. A very, very long time.

Thus, Lion’s board did not “get into the details of things” of innovation programs and projects, according to its executive director. Instead, it relied on two scientific directors to obtain an “independent perspective” on the company’s innovation activities and on the information that the executive management provided. Interestingly, while board directors sometimes attended executive team meetings during which innovation was discussed, even the scientific directors stayed “out of intervening in the meetings,” looking only “at the dynamics of how decisions were made,” according to its executive director. Thus, they did not build ties with OMs, as the directors in the other three companies did.

Yet, Lion’s board directors exerted strong pressure to accelerate the company’s innovation. An executive director explained,

Our board members think we’re pretty slow and ponderous. […] I think the board’s frustration […] is that we’re not growing fast enough. We have a lot of products that have come off patent in the past five years. We’ve had to absorb over [several] billion in sales. We’ve been able to make up quite a bit of that, but […] we’re [still] really struggling. So there’s pressure to speed up.

Paradoxically, despite the board’s frustration with Lion’s growth trajectory and weak innovativeness, its scientific directors did not engage via differentiated involvement, which could have enabled them to learn more about the challenges and problems in the company’s innovation programs and to share their knowledge about promising areas. Directors showed an almost naive reliance on executives concerning innovation, despite the firm’s poor innovation performance. For instance, an executive director reported,

The directors have been extremely supportive of the proposals we make to them. They have almost never gotten into the various specifics, including for instance, when we suggested acquiring highly innovative biotech companies for $700 million. I would say, what the board decides and discusses is our appetite for financial aid.

**Why do boards of more and less innovative firms differ in their involvement and governance outcomes?**

Our data analysis revealed that more and less innovative firms’ boards differed in their involvement as well as the resulting governance outcomes. Drawing on the interviews and the quantitative data, several factors appear to explain the differences in board involvement, summarized in Figure 4. The
figure displays our emergent framework, which indicates that boards of innovative firms engage in sequential board behavior to leverage and apply their human capital to govern innovation.

First, while all of the boards’ directors spoke to OMs on varying levels, only the more innovative firms’ directors used these encounters for detailed advising on scientific pathways, proactively suggesting ideas, and engaging in substantive informal discussions. At Cheetah and Giraffe, the board’s science committee, a means to structure directors’ human capital, fostered directors’ scientific interactions with OMs. The science committees met quarterly and engaged executives and scientists in detailed assessments of their work from the early research stage to the regulatory review. It reviewed internal R&D activities as well as the products and scientific components of major acquisition and licensing deals, including targets’ innovative capabilities and their pipelines. A Giraffe senior executive reported that, owing to the high number of deals that the company did, the science committee evaluated proposals “beyond a certain threshold of investment” or if the proposals “may involve getting into a new area that could be controversial.” Depending on the complexity of the science and the risk profile of an innovation proposal, the committee vetted proposals in detail from a scientific standpoint before executives presented them to the entire board. Directors with scientific expertise also brought insights from their individual monitoring to the committee’s reviews. Furthermore, directors on the committee engaged in informal exchanges with OMs involved in or responsible for scientific activities. Hence, the committee enabled directors to reach out to the organization more informally and spontaneously to present their ideas, and the executives and scientists could approach directors to discuss their proposals.

Conversely, Gazelle did not have a formal science committee, but its scientific directors interacted with different OMs due to the strong innovation culture (Rousseau, 1990; Trice and Beyer, 1984) on the board. A Gazelle outside director explained that this board culture manifested itself through the board’s “willingness to experiment and learn, and to [be] open to failures” and its courage to “not sacrifice innovation to meet a particular quarterly earnings figure.” Board members shared the belief that innovation was central to the company’s long-term success, and its innovation culture made “everybody engaged and active in innovation.” Driven by this innovation culture, its scientific directors, including “worldwide leaders” in several areas, advised by proactively reaching out to the OMs to suggest opportunities for innovative directions.

While at first sight Lion, the least innovative company, had a board with a similarly loose scientific knowledge structure, it had a less established innovation culture. The board was characterized as largely a monitor, responsible for ensuring the right context for and sufficient resource allocation to innovation, but providing little direct guidance. Symptomatic of the difference, a Lion executive involved in scientific innovation reported that the company could use the outside directors’ expertise far more:

I see the expertise level that directors have as a critical asset to be shared across the organization, especially regarding their exposure to the external world. It could be beneficial for the organization to have a better sense of their inputs and their experience.

Yet, an executive director responsible for innovation warned that “if the board of directors were involved in the content of product innovation, I would find that absolutely counterproductive.” The involvement of Lion’s directors was thus limited to asking strategic questions and overseeing major decisions. It could be that the turnover (Table 3) on Lion’s board (which was higher than the other firms’) made it more difficult to develop an innovation culture among its directors. Thus, even its scientific directors who had served on the board for several years did not engage in detailed advising. Overall, without a science committee or a strong innovation culture, Lion’s board made less use of its own expertise than the boards of the other firms did.
Second, the more innovative firms’ boards had CEO duality, while the less innovative firm separated the CEO and the board chair functions (Table 3). CEO duality is often considered an indicator of CEO power, which can limit the board’s ability to monitor the CEO (Finkelstein and D’Aveni, 1994; Jensen and Meckling, 1976). Conversely, in the context of innovation, CEO duality may facilitate the board’s involvement. A CEO-chair has deep knowledge of the company’s innovation activities, and can simultaneously prioritize innovation issues on the board’s agenda (Finkelstein and D’Aveni, 1994; Sundaramurthy et al., 1997). As a mediator between the board and the organization, this individual can influence interactions between the directors, executives, and scientists. For instance, when a Giraffe senior executive wanted to discuss a scientific proposal with the science committee prior to presenting it to the board, she contacted the CEO for approval. Similarly, a Cheetah executive mentioned, “If I speak to one of the non-executive scientific experts on the board, I always let my CEO know. He’s happy that I’m talking to them and that they’re calling me, and he encourages this interaction.”

Directors also contacted the CEO-chair when they wanted to meet with OMs about innovation activities, and such exchanges were actively supported by the CEO-chair of Cheetah, Giraffe, and Gazelle. For instance, Gazelle’s outside director mentioned that innovation is “often put at the top of the agenda by our chairman,” who “strongly encouraged” directors’ exchanges with the organization. Its CEO noted that “I formally encourage directors to interact with different people in the company. It makes them a more effective board.” Conversely, Lion’s chair restricted the full board’s focus to strategic issues, instead of supporting scientific directors’ advising.

Despite the suggested benefits of CEO duality for director involvement, a CEO-chair could also hinder such involvement if the directors disagreed with the CEO-chair on a fundamental innovation issue. The more innovative firms’ informants, however, indicated no opposition from the CEO-chair. The latter was aware of the benefits of drawing on the directors’ expertise for direct advising, and therefore supported their involvement.

Finally, as explained above, the trusting working relationship between scientific directors and OMs facilitated differentiated board involvement. Such a trusting working relationship was absent at Lion, whose board did not engage in differentiated involvement. By contrast, other factors differed little between the more and less innovative firms’ boards, including R&D intensity, board size, board composition, and number of board meetings.

Another important question is why differences in board involvement result in different governance outcomes of more and less innovative firms. Directors’ involvement at the more innovative firms resulted in more thorough risk assessments of the innovation activities and pipeline, improved decisions regarding internal and external innovation, and more director suggestions for promising scientific areas. Conversely, the less innovative firm’s directors remained more passive in their governance and engaged in less thorough monitoring and advising, resulting in fewer governance outcomes.

As shown in Figure 4, several factors explain the difference. One factor is the expertise-centered knowledge exchanges. Scientific directors, through their differentiated involvement, focused on scientific innovation during their exchanges with OMs, enabling them to critically assess scientific projects in their area of expertise, provide targeted and constructive feedback on current projects, and propose ideas for investing in new disease areas. The full board, in its structured involvement, focused on strategic aspects of the innovation pipeline, on which directors with diverse expertise could better contribute their views. This resulted, for instance, in a more thorough assessment of the strategic risks associated with different innovation areas. Conversely, such expertise-centered knowledge exchanges were missing at the less innovative firm’s board, resulting in fewer governance outcomes.
Another reason for the different governance outcomes is well-paced knowledge exchanges. Innovative firms’ scientific directors could react to specific scientific proposals when called upon, and could suggest promising innovation areas or targets in timely fashion to relevant OMs. More frequent interactions led to a better information exchange between the scientific directors and OMs. This resulted in recommendations and assessments from directors that proved valuable to the firm’s scientific activities. The full board performed a detailed strategic risk assessment of innovation opportunities and activities in regular discussions. Its consistent reviews resulted in improved strategic decisions. The lack of such well-paced knowledge exchanges at the less innovative firm, especially for scientific directors’ involvement, resulted in more passive governance and fewer outcomes.

A final factor pertains to sequential knowledge exchanges by the scientific directors, followed by the full board, as described above. This process freed up board time to focus on strategic aspects while relying on scientific directors’ detailed assessments and recommendations, resulting in improved governance outcomes for differentiated and structured board involvement.

Discussion

We began this article by identifying the need to better understand how boards apply their human capital in organizational exchanges to monitor and advise on product innovation. Our study showed that board involvement develops in a sequential order, revealed its underlying dimensions, and showed how and why the case companies’ boards differed across these dimensions. This provides a foundation for explaining the key theoretical dimensions of board involvement, which are essential for researching and understanding board behavior. Our findings contribute to corporate governance and innovation research in several ways.

A new perspective on board behavioral diversity

Research adopting a behavioral perspective on corporate governance (Westphal and Zajac, 2013) and qualitative research (Garg and Eisenhardt, 2017; Stiles, 2001) have made some strides in examining board behavior, providing important insights into the microsocial processes that underlie board–management relationships and the practices boards use to strategize. However, this research has examined general board behavior. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to introduce and provide in-depth insights into the concept of board behavioral diversity, that is, differences in director involvement across board levels and over time. Reconceptualizing board behavior in terms of behavioral diversity provides several insights for our understanding of board involvement.

A first insight is that board behavior is more diverse than previously assumed, comprising different types of board involvement. This specifically advances the behavioral theory of corporate governance (Westphal and Zajac, 2013) by showing that board involvement in innovation is a process during which different directors focus sequentially on different contents and interact with distinct OMs at varied levels. Our study helps pave the way for a new research stream on board behavioral diversity in the context of strategic actions, enhancing our understanding of corporate governance.

A second insight is that board behavioral diversity is an important mechanism for leveraging directors’ deep and diverse human capital for a long-term and complex strategic issue such as innovation. By studying either specialized director human capital (Kor and Sundaramurthy, 2009; McDonald et al., 2008) or aggregated and diverse board capital (Haynes and Hillman, 2010; Tuggle et al., 2010), corporate governance research has proxied board involvement; it has often implicitly
assumed behavioral homogeneity, suggesting that directors engage similarly on a board (Baysinger et al., 1991; Miller and Triana, 2009). In contrast, by addressing both individual directors’ and boards’ diverse human capital, our study revealed that expert directors engage differently in innovation (i.e. deep scientific involvement) than the full board as a team (i.e. broader strategic involvement) and that such different engagements serve to leverage directors’ expertise.

A third insight is that behavioral diversity helps explain how expert directors function on a board composed of diverse experts. In diverse teams, each member processes new information in line with their own cognitive map (Huber, 1991), and they may face information overload (O’Reilly, 1980) if they need to process information outside their specific expertise. Discussing scientific topics in detail in the boardroom could prevent directors without scientific expertise from contributing to the discussion. Scientific directors’ deep scientific probing and advising outside of board meetings and their reporting to the full board before discussing higher level strategic questions during such meetings ensure that directors’ expertise is integrated into board discussions. As shown in Figure 4, expertise-centered knowledge exchanges were an important reason for why directors’ scientific and the full board’s strategic involvement lead to enhanced governance outcomes.

A fourth insight is that board human capital is a necessary but insufficient condition for board involvement. Despite similar human capital configurations, board behavior differed across our four companies. Corporate governance research has traditionally studied the relationships between directors’ human capital and firm outcomes (McDonald et al., 2008; Sundaramurthy et al., 2013). In contrast, our study provided a more detailed elaboration of the mechanisms that enable directors to apply and leverage their human capital to govern innovation.

Unpacking the complexity of board involvement

Our study extends agency theory (Eisenhardt, 1989a) and the resource dependence perspective (Hillman and Dalziel, 2003) by showing how directors apply their human capital to monitor and advise, thereby opening the black box of complex board involvement. Specifically, we theorize about board involvement by conceptualizing its multilevel, structural, and temporal aspects, as well as the role of relational characteristics. This speaks to the corporate governance debate on the board’s involvement in strategy (Carpenter and Westphal, 2001; Johnson et al., 2012) by providing a more nuanced and comprehensive account of board involvement than previous research.

A first insight is that board behavior has a multilevel dimension: Director involvement differs across board levels, depending on whether specialized directors interact with OMs individually, as a subgroup, or as part of the full board. It is therefore important to examine director interactions with the organization from a multilevel perspective to better understand their behavioral diversity when they engage in strategy. While our focus was on director–organizational interactions for innovation, additional work is needed to examine how directors differ in applying their human capital to engage in other strategic issues.

A second insight is that director behavior differs across board levels in terms of the structural dimension of directors’ interactions with OMs (direction and formality of exchanges). A prevailing research assumption about board involvement is that directors govern reactively, with directors seeking information from managers (Fama and Jensen, 1983). In contrast, our findings show that specialized directors use both reactive and proactive exchanges with OMs. Such exchanges are beneficial for monitoring specialized topics, since they facilitate more comprehensive knowledge flows from directors to the organization and vice versa, enabling directors to become more informed and fulfill their monitoring role (Bosse and Phillips, 2016). The organization can better incorporate director expertise in strategic issues through such knowledge flows (Hillman and Dalziel, 2003).
Corporate governance research continues to focus on director involvement in formal board meetings (He and Huang, 2011), although qualitative studies have found that director involvement also occurs through informal exchanges (Roberts et al., 2005; Stiles, 2001). Less is known about when and why such exchanges are combined for board involvement. Our findings fill this void by, first, showing that expert directors engage in focused scientific innovation through both formal and informal interactions. Informal interactions are particularly vital for discussing issues candidly and without formal routines (Bouty, 2000), facilitating communication flow. Informal interactions between scientific directors and OMs in smaller teams also offer opportunities to deliberate ideas in depth among experts.

On the contrary, the full board engaged in formal knowledge exchanges. Owing to its larger size and greater diversity, formal exchanges provided all directors with rules for their meeting agendas. Larger teams can suffer from problems of coordination and reduced communication, resulting in decreased performance (Smith et al., 1994). Formality, however, can reduce these process losses, enabling all directors to contribute their expertise during systematic interactions with their colleagues in meetings.

A third insight is that director behavior differs across board levels in the temporal dimension of directors’ interactions with OMs. Prior corporate governance research has largely neglected time’s influence on board–company interactions for monitoring and advising. Scholars who focused on episodic board meetings (Forbes and Milliken, 1999; He and Huang, 2011) have implicitly assumed that boardroom exchanges occur regularly, but provided little insight into temporal variations in director exchanges. Our study revealed the temporal dimension of director–organizational interactions by showing that specialized directors combined regular meetings with spontaneous interactions to ensure continuous updating on and discussion of company activities, and to use windows of opportunity between board meetings to discuss emerging issues. They therefore remained responsive to the pace of innovation and emerging industry trends. By contrast, the full board engaged in regular exchanges. The potential advantages of board diversity may be reduced if directors do not interact with one another, and their regular exchanges in board meetings helped counter such limiting effects by ensuring consistent knowledge exchanges. Such well-paced knowledge exchanges were an important reason for why differentiated and structured board involvement led to enhanced governance outcomes (see Figure 4).

Another aspect of the temporal dimension is the sequential combination of different board involvement types and corresponding knowledge exchanges, resulting in enhanced governance outcomes (see Figure 4). While there is evidence that boards engage in their meetings as teams (e.g. Tuggle et al., 2010), and individual directors monitor company operations outside such meetings (Hendry and Kiel, 2004), it remains unknown how such activities are temporally synchronized. Addressing this issue, our findings show that directors’ differentiated and the board’s structured involvement were combined sequentially, which ensured synchronized knowledge transfers from specialized directors to the full board. Scientific directors shared their insights with fellow directors in a language the latter could understand. While our informants insisted on making “team decisions” on innovation, the other directors respected and valued the scientific directors’ expertise highly. Thus, expert directors are not only important for governing areas within their expertise (Khanna et al., 2014); they also need to communicate their insights and guidance to other directors. This introduces a new, dual view of expert directors not addressed in prior research—their within-company and within-board influences regarding monitoring and advising.

A fourth insight is that specialized directors’ involvement is facilitated by a relational dimension: a trusting working relationship with OMs (see Figure 4). Trust has been selectively addressed in corporate governance research (Sundaramurthy and Lewis, 2003). Westphal (1999), for instance, showed that trusting CEO–board relationships encourage collaboration between top managers and
outside directors. Sonnenfeld (2002) suggested that board chairs need to establish a climate of trust and respect. Trust between employees enhances their willingness to share knowledge that is useful and to listen to others and absorb their knowledge (Tsai and Ghoshal, 1998). Our findings complement earlier research by showing that a trusting working relationship between scientific outside directors and OMs facilitates differentiated board involvement. A trusting relationship particularly supported recursive, spontaneous, and informal interactions between these directors and OMs. Interactions based on trust are important for directors to learn about the company’s resources and capabilities, as well as the firm-specific innovation activities and the context in which they take place. Owing to the uncertain and complex nature of R&D activities and their outcomes, this is even more important for directors to reduce information asymmetry (Eisenhardt, 1989a) between the board and management. Through trusting relationships with OMs, expert directors develop valuable knowledge that they share with the board, enabling the board to make better-informed decisions on innovation.

Nevertheless, a trusting relationship can be a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it explains why some directors share their human capital and learn about company activities, while others do not. On the other hand, directors who trust OMs too much may refrain from calling their information into question (e.g. Wang and Noe, 2010). From an agency-theory perspective (Fama and Jensen, 1983), a trusting relationship may harm outside directors’ independence and objectivity, which are required for effective monitoring. However, an important characteristic of a trusting relationship between directors and OMs is that it is based on professional interactions and mutual dependence. OMs valued directors’ human capital, and they were aware that openness and honesty helped them maintain a relationship needed for discussing scientific ideas, obtaining directors’ guidance, and securing feedback from them on proposals before presenting them to the full board. Because of mutual dependence and perceived reciprocity (Adler and Kwon, 2002; Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998), a trusting relationship resulted in knowledge exchanges that benefited both directors and OMs. A precondition for establishing such a relationship was the relatively lengthy director tenures, which ensured repeated interactions with OMs. Yet, since board composition changes over time, future research should examine how director turnover influences working relationships with OMs, and how this influences board involvement.

The board’s role in product innovation

Our findings also contribute to research on organizational innovation. Prior innovation research has stressed that intra-organizational knowledge transfers stimulate innovation (Tsai, 2001). This research has largely focused on knowledge flows between organizational divisions (Miller et al., 2007) and knowledge transfers across team boundaries (Ancona and Caldwell, 1992) or between different boundary types in an organization more generally (Carlile, 2004). However, it has largely neglected the role of the board of directors’ human capital in such knowledge transfers. Our study fills this gap by showing that directors actively contribute their expertise to innovation from the early research stage to the more advanced innovation stage. Thus, innovation studies should incorporate the knowledge flows between the strategic board level and the operational firm level.

Access to relevant expertise and the opportunity to test ideas against market constraints are important issues for innovators (Dougherty and Hardy, 1996). Our findings show that directors contribute their scientific and strategic expertise to the innovation debate and provide opportunities to test new ideas within a firm. Outside directors in particular serve as conduits of information from the external environment to the organization (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978), and their expertise gained from their professional activities and other board seats makes them important interlocutors for executives and scientists seeking an external perspective on their innovation plans.
In addition, our study shows the importance of intra-organizational, vertical relationship-building across hierarchical levels (e.g., Van de Ven et al., 1976) for knowledge-sharing. Innovation studies have shown that trust between laboratory scientists facilitates their informal knowledge exchanges (Bouty, 2000). Our study complements this research by revealing the importance of a trusting relationship beyond the operational level: a vertical trusting relationship between directors with scientific expertise and organizational scientists facilitates knowledge-sharing across the hierarchy.

However, a potential risk in such involvement is director micromanagement of scientific activities. Micromanagement occurs when managers closely observe subordinates’ work, interfere in details that OMs understand better, and discourage subordinates from making independent decisions, limiting their discretion (Alvesson and Sveningsson, 2003). Owing to its excessive focus on controlling subordinates, micromanagement is considered detrimental (Alvesson and Sveningsson, 2003) since it delays innovation (Gibson and Gibbs, 2006). Yet, our findings indicate that differentiated board involvement differs from micromanagement in terms of frequency and scope. Scientific directors engaged with OMs during a limited number of formal and informal encounters. Cheetah’s directors, for instance, monitored or advised on a specific innovation idea no more than twice a month. Their board involvement’s scope was also more limited than that of a micromanaging team. Scientific directors offered specific advice and monitored innovation topics on which they had expertise, but not others. The directors and executives also reported that the line between monitoring and advising, on the one hand, and micromanaging, on the other hand, had been explicitly encoded in the board’s norms and in the directors’ understandings.

**Practical implications**

Our study has several practical implications. First, boards would be wise to think carefully about how they leverage their human capital for strategic issues. This not only requires an assessment of the human capital required on the board, but also attention to how that capital can be best applied to strategic issues. Identifying the experience profile required on the board is a necessary first step (Tian et al., 2011), but it is also important to set up adequate structures to facilitate knowledge exchanges between the directors and their organization. For instance, through their targeted work on board committees, outside directors can devote more time to engaging in technical issues than the board as a whole can. Structuring different experience types into committees, or loose subgroups, can thus provide a foundation for a more engaged board.

Second, while outside directors’ human capital is a vital foundation for involvement, their actual involvement depends largely on directors’ ability to share their expertise inside and outside the boardroom. Directors therefore require interpersonal skills, including communication skills, which are essential for effective teamwork (Morgeson et al., 2005) and knowledge-sharing with different OMs. Specifically, expert directors need to communicate differently with bench scientists than with their fellow directors with expertise in other areas. Boards will want to look for directors who understand a specific domain and are able to work with individuals at varying organizational levels.

Third, an emerging debate between practitioners focuses on how boards can engage in more long-term strategic issues (Carey et al., 2018; Hill and Davis, 2017). This question is particularly important since boards of listed firms increasingly face pressure from activist investors to govern with the aim of delivering short-term firm results. Our study offers insights into the approaches that directors can use to govern a long-term strategic issue such as innovation. By displaying behavioral diversity, they can contribute their expertise more effectively to long-term strategy.
Corporate governance researchers have also suggested that boards need to adjust their composition in times of changing requirements (Hillman et al., 2000; Hoppmann et al., 2018). In practice, this is, however, often not feasible, since boards cannot change their composition quickly whenever new strategic issues arise. In the short run, boards can work with external advisers to complement their human capital. However, as our study shows, for a long-term issue such as innovation, the board needs to bring on experts who can engage individually, in a board subgroup, and on the full board.

Fourth, our study provides insights for policymakers and regulatory bodies that have strengthened board regulations after major governance scandals. For instance, in 2010, the US Securities and Exchange Commission released proxy disclosure enhancement rules that require directors to reveal their experience to serve as a director (SEC, 2009). This rule has created more transparency regarding board composition and may incentivize boards to become more clear-minded about recruiting outsiders with expertise in their company’s greatest challenges. However, our findings suggest that there is also a need for more disclosure of how directors interact with OMs to contribute their expertise to strategy.

Boundary conditions and future research directions

Besides the specific features of our study’s research setting, several general features of the context are worth noting since they have implications for our findings’ generalizability. Directors of firms in other industries may not engage in specialized exchanges with OMs to the same extent as the directors at the pharmaceutical firms in our study. Yet, our insights on board involvement are likely to hold for boards of other large firms for which product innovation is essential for long-term success. Our findings may also hold for smaller companies. For instance, in their study of entrepreneurial firms, Graebner and Eisenhardt (2004) found that outsiders offered executives strategic advice. Thus, outsiders on smaller firms’ boards may have even more opportunities to interact with OMs.

While our study focused on boards’ involvement in product innovation, it did not explore director involvement in other innovation types or other strategic decisions. Yet, in our view, some or all of the board involvement dimensions are likely to be found in a range of other areas where directors apply their human capital. Depending on the complexity of strategic issues, however, the board involvement process may differ—a topic for future investigation. Furthermore, researchers could examine board involvement across the various innovation stages. Longitudinal process research (Langley, 2007) might be particularly suited to study board involvement changes and their outcomes. Furthermore, real-time research with repeated interview waves can capture board behavioral changes.

An interesting question for future longitudinal research is how trusting relationships influence directors’ interactions with executives and scientists and their outcomes over time. In the firms we studied, because of the mutual dependence and perceived reciprocity between directors and OMs, their interactions were beneficial for both parties. However, this may be different in other companies, and it may change over time. For instance, might trusting relationships between directors and OMs lead to cohesion and less debate (Sundaramurthy and Lewis, 2003) about scientific issues over time? If so, when and under which conditions? How can boards prevent the emergence of such tendencies for reduced critical debate?

Another promising area for future research is to examine how firms recruit, onboard, and deploy expert directors. How could firms bring them onto the board in ways that facilitate their effective involvement in innovation?
From a methodological perspective, our findings suggest that board involvement needs to be conceptualized and measured from a more fine-grained perspective. Rather than resorting to aggregated measures, such as board composition, scholars need to measure the direction, timing, and setting of exchanges between directors and OMs to unpack and understand board involvement.

Three decades after Zahra and Pearce’s (1989) landmark article with the assertion that we need to better understand board involvement, only a few studies have to date explored such involvement directly. To our knowledge, our study, which offers a comprehensive look inside the boardroom, is one of the first to theorize about the diverse and sequential nature of board involvement and its underlying dimensions. We hope that it will help stimulate a new research stream on board behavioral diversity, which will strengthen our understanding of corporate governance.
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### Appendix 1

Table 4. Board involvement across innovation stages (representative quotes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIFFERENTIATED BOARD INVOLVEMENT</th>
<th>Early research stage</th>
<th>More advanced innovation stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proactive/ reactive exchanges</strong></td>
<td>Proactive exchanges: “I go on site visits to our research labs to learn more about early-stage scientific projects. [...] We do very, very different and innovative things. [I ask] ‘why did we follow a particular approach? Why don’t we follow a different approach?’ [...] You can ask these questions at board meetings, but its best done, in my view, when you are actually at the lab.” (Gazelle outside director) Key role: Monitoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive exchanges: “Exchanges happen when we [senior executives] [...] wondered what the directors would think about [a scientific idea], because a director had knowledge in an area or knew this company.” (Cheetah senior executive) Key role: Advising</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regular/spontaneous exchanges</strong></td>
<td>Spontaneous interactions: “There are many examples of scientific directors offering spontaneous scientific suggestions, [e.g.,] you’re a researcher doing a specific project [...] and they would say ‘Here’s a company doing some really interesting things, you ought to think about taking a look at it,’ [or] ‘This is an area that is really starting to burgeon and there’s lots of papers and you’re not in it, what do you think about this?’ And that has provoked things like internal symposia or bringing your scientists together to study it further.” (Giraffe senior executive) Key role: Advising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular interactions: “There’s a very active and regular dialogue, during which the science committee suggests a novel approach to a disease area and shares ideas about the academic literature on a specific field, as well as their experiences and ideas about what might be fruitful areas of exploration. This happens all the time.” (Cheetah outside director) Key role: Advising</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Formal/informal exchanges</strong></td>
<td>Formal and informal exchanges: “There’s a formal structure: we’ll explore a disease area and everyone comes to the table with their best ideas, and the science committee will react to our proposals and contribute its own ideas. But sometimes the informal [interaction] is the most helpful. For example, the science committee calls us and wants to share an idea. In my view, it requires both.” (Cheetah senior executive) Key roles: Advising, monitoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal and informal exchanges: “During meetings, directors who are scientific experts ask probing questions about our product innovation activities that are in an advanced innovation stage. Also, their opinions on our innovation activities are sought, even outside formal meetings.” (Gazelle outside director) Key roles: Advising, monitoring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proactive exchanges: “I’ve had outside directors suggest people who are involved in private equity and venture capital [for innovative scientific ventures in our industry]. [...] I remember times when this resulted in a big deal for us, or in an investment [to access these ventures' innovative scientific products].” (Giraffe executive director) Key role: Advising

Reactive exchanges: “In one case, we were getting ready to acquire [X], and one of our directors happened to be a very accomplished scientist in that field. We ended up doing an independent review with that particular director.” (Giraffe executive director) Key role: Monitoring

Spontaneous interactions: “The science committee […] meets our scientists or the people developing our products. They sit down and we have our scientists come in and talk about some of the work that they’re doing, and then the directors ask questions. These are often reviews.” (Cheetah senior executive) Key role: Monitoring

Regular interactions: “Our scientific directors regularly work with our R&D people on individual projects, but there’s no formal committee and no real mandate for this. They do it from a sense of duty to understand what’s happening in the company, and to be able to ensure a solid R&D pipeline.” (Gazelle CEO) Key role: Monitoring

Formal and informal exchanges: “During meetings, directors who are scientific experts ask probing questions about our product innovation activities that are in an advanced innovation stage. Also, their opinions on our innovation activities are sought, even outside formal meetings.” (Gazelle outside director) Key roles: Advising, monitoring
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structured Board Involvement</th>
<th>Early Research Stage</th>
<th>More Advanced Innovation Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Reactive exchanges | “There’s really good questioning from the board, and a little auditing and ensuring understanding, for example, ‘we don’t fully understand the payer environment,’ or ‘what you can do from a regulatory perspective? It’s a back-and-forth questioning of what we’re thinking and where we’re going [regarding innovation].” (Cheetah executive)  
**Key role:** Monitoring | “When reviewing our R&D program with the board, the board asks questions such as ‘What tells us that the right amount of money to invest in R&D is 3 billion?’ […] ‘How do you become more controlled later on in the development process? Stuff like that. They ask about our principles and processes, and they thereby play a role in fostering an innovative culture. Frankly, if the board directors were involved in the content of product innovation, I would find that absolutely counterproductive.” (Lion executive director)  
**Key role:** Monitoring |
| Regular exchanges | “During the board meetings, the board’s questions fall into two categories. One is risk mitigation, i.e. ‘Have you thought through this [proposal], and is there a way to look at a different construct that would mitigate our risks, or should we bring in another party?’ The other questions are about a strategic choice from a portfolio standpoint, for example, ‘It seems like you’re putting a lot of money in this therapeutic area; that’s risky. Would you be better off looking at a different approach to the portfolio [that allows] you to broaden your risks?’, and then we’ll go back and forth.” (Giraffe executive director)  
**Key role:** Monitoring | “The board makes regular site visits to laboratories to better acquaint themselves with ongoing product innovation activities.” (Giraffe senior executive)  
**Key role:** Monitoring |
| Formal exchanges | “In the meetings, the board makes suggestions about innovation proposals from a collaboration standpoint; have we thought about bringing [X] into the development to make it even more powerful as we proceed? I’ve seen a lot of that.” (Giraffe executive director)  
**Key role:** Advising | “In formal board meetings, the time is used for asking broader strategic questions about our ongoing product innovation activities.” (Cheetah outside director)  
**Key role:** Monitoring |